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Abstract
Sentiment analysis is the task of identifying subjective opinions or emotional responses about a given
topic. Sentiment analysis of social media posts, which are primarily code-mixed for Dravidian languages,
is becoming more and more popular. Homophobia detection is the task of identifying homophobia,
transphobia, and non-anti-LGBT+ content from social media YouTube comments. In this paper, we report
an overview of the findings and results from the shared task on sentiment analysis and homophobia
detection in Code-Mixed Dravidian languages organized as a part of FIRE 2022. For shared task-A, the
participants were provided with development, training, and test dataset code-mixed text in Dravidian
languages (Tamil-English, Malayalam-English, and Kannada-English). The goal of the shared task-A
is to classify code-mixed YouTube comments into positive, negative, neutral, or mixed emotions. For
shared task B, the participants were provided with development, training, and test dataset in English,
Malayalam, and Tamil languages. The goal of the shared task B is to classify the text as homophobic,
transphobic, or not. A total of 95 participants registered for the shared task, 13 teams finally submitted
their results for task-A, and 10 teams submitted their results for task B. The performance of the systems
submitted was evaluated in terms of macro-F1 score. The datasets for this challenge are openly available
on the competition website1.
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1. Introduction

It is now possible for a greater number of people than ever before to exercise their right to
freedom of expression thanks to the proliferation of social media platforms like Twitter and
YouTube, as well as the anonymity afforded to users of these platforms. This leads to an increase
in user-generated content, which can include opinions, sentiments, reviews about products and
movies, likes and dislikes regarding an event or news, and much more. Due to objectionable
content, such as threats and remarks directed at individuals, groups, or organizations, this, on
the other hand, leads to the exploitation of these platforms in order to spread violence [1, 2, 3, 4].
Naturally, comments, posts, and articles have a tendency to imply a variety of things to a wide
variety of people all over the world.

People frequently take advantage of this freedom to make comments that promote hatred
and toxic behavior. Due to the ease with which users can share content (videos, posts, and
shots), as well as like, share, and comment on said content, YouTube has become an extremely
popular platform. The negative impact of this is that it makes more room for overt forms of
cyberbullying and online harassment to occur [5]. This frequently has a significant influence
on the lives of the individuals and communities that are impacted [6].

The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has seen an increase in the use of shared
tasks [7, 8] in an effort to identify such exploits. Researchers and academicians have become
interested in developing models for these shared tasks. This article summarizes the research
works submitted for the shared task on Sentiment Analysis and Homophobia detection of
YouTube comments in Code-Mixed Dravidian Languages [9]. Sentiment analysis and identifying
homophobic and transphobic comments make up the two subtasks included in this shared task.
Below we provide a brief explanation of these subtasks.

Sentiment analysis is a subtask of NLP that uses computational methods to analyze, process,
and better understand a user’s emotions behind a text or interaction [10]. It sorts the opinions
of its users into different groups. It lets organizations learn from a large amount of unstructured
data and change their strategies to suit their target market better. Sentiment analysis has a
subtask to find subjective opinions or emotional reactions to a given topic [11]. In the last two
decades20 years, both academia and industry have been doing research in this area.

There is an increasing demand for sentiment detection on social media texts which are largely
code-mixed for Dravidian languages. Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada belongs to Dravidian
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languages [12, 13]. In the shared task, sentiment analysis aims to figure out how the text
makes people feel and put them into predefined groups. This shared subtask includes YouTube
comments written in Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada and labeled as ”positive,” ”negative,”
”mixed,” or ”unknown.” The Tamil dataset has an extra class called ”Non-Tamil” for comments
that are not written in Tamil [14]. The researchers are also given test datasets to evaluate the
proposed classification models.

The term ”LGBTQ+ community” [15] designates a group or community of individuals who
identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer, including all gender identities and
sexual orientations not expressly covered by LGBTQ. The term ”homophobia” describes the
hostility toward those who identify as homosexual, transgender, or queer. LGBTQ individuals
may experience significant psychological stress due to homophobia and transphobia, which will
prevent them from participating in typical social activities and could result in severe mental
illness. To clear cyberspace, build a friendly and healthy online community, and increase
awareness of the unfair treatment of LGBTQ groups, it is crucial to identify and remove
homophobia and transphobia as soon as they appear [16]. An effort to spread positivity about
the LGBTQIA community by building a Tamil dataset about the community and identifying the
offensive and Non-Offensive terminology in the dataset [17][18].

The second subtask of identifying such unpleasant comments has been made to aid in this
issue. The datasets for detecting Homophobic and transphobic comments in three languages,
Tamil, English, and Malayalam, are presented as a part of this shared sub-task. In addition, a
code-mixed dataset with Tamil and English has also been proposed. The datasets have the class
labels such as Homophobic, Transphobic, and Non-anti-LGBT+ content.

Participants in the shared task were given access to the training and validation data, complete
with labels, and the test data, which did not contain any labels. These participants in the shared
task built machine learning and deep learning models for the two subtasks and then submitted
their predictions for the labels that should be applied to the test data.

This article presents an overview of the shared task on Sentiment Analysis and Homophobia
detection of YouTube comments in Code-Mixed Dravidian Languages. This work discusses the
various models submitted to the shared task and the results of the participating teams. The rest
of the article is orchestrated as follows: Section 2 describes the shared task. Section 3 discusses
about the dataset. Section 4 provides information about task setting. Section 5 summarizes the
systems and the methodologies used in each participating team for both the shared sub-tasks
and highlights the features of each model. The analysis of the results and findings of the
methodologies submitted by the participants are presented in Section 6. Concluding remarks
are presented in Section 7.

2. Task Description

The goal of the proposed shared task is to perform Sentiment Analysis and Homophobia
detection of social media comments in Code-Mixed Dravidian Languages. Sentiment analysis
is the task of identifying subjective opinions or emotional responses about a given topic.
Homophobia and Transphobia detection identifies homophobia, transphobia, and non-anti-
LGBT+ content from the given corpus.



2.1. Shared Task-A

Shared task-A aims to identify sentiment polarity such as positive, negative, neutral, or mixed
emotions of the code-mixed dataset of comments/posts in Tamil-English, Malayalam-English,
and Kannada-English collected from social media. The participants were provided training,
development, and test datasets in three code-mixed languages (Tamil-English, Malayalam-
English, and Kannada-English). The annotations of the datasets were made at the comment/post
level. A comment/post may contain more than one sentence, but the average sentence length
of the corpus is one. The participants could choose to take part in classifying one or more
code-mixed languages. Leader-board results were published for each code-mixed language.
Some sample sentences from the datasets and their annotations are provided below.

2.2. Shared Task-B

Shared task B aims to identify homophobia, transphobia, or not from the given corpus. Ho-
mophobia and transphobia are toxic languages directed at LGBTQ+ individuals described as
hate speech. In this shared task, participants were provided with comments extracted from
social media platforms, and they had to predict whether it was homophobic/transphobic in
nature. The seed data for this task is the Homophobia/Transphobia Detection dataset [9], a
collection of comments from YouTube. This dataset consists of manually annotated comments
indicating whether the text is homophobic/transphobic or not. The participants were provided
with development, training, and test datasets in English, Malayalam, and Tamil. Some sample
sentences from the datasets and their annotations are provided below.

3. Datasets

The corpus in this shared task-A consists of 67,554 social media comments in three different
code-mixed languages. There are 40,267 comments in Tamil-English, 19,616 in Malayalam-
English, and 7,671 in Kannada-English. The corpus provided in this shared task B consists of
20,150 social media comments in Tamil, English, Malayalam, and English+Tamil. There are
3,977 comments in Tamil, 4,946 in English, 5,193 in Malayalam, and 6,034 in English+Tamil.

Table 1 shows the corpus statistics for task A, and Table 2 represents the corpus details of
task B in terms of language. The annotated datasets were divided into training, development,
and test sets to contain approximately 80%, 10% and 10% of the total number of comments. The
corpus statistics were calculated using the NLTK tool [19]. There are more non-hope speech
comments than hope speech [20, 21, 22]. This makes the datasets imbalanced and skewed more
towards one class than the other, which the participants had to consider when developing their
classification systems.



Table 1
Number of comments in each dataset used for Task A

Task - A
Train Dev Test Total

Tamil 35656 3962 650 40268
Malayalam 15888 1766 1962 19616
Kannada 6212 691 768 7671

Table 2
Number of comments in each dataset used for Task B

Task - B
Train Dev Test Total

Tamil 2662 666 649 3977
Malayalam 3114 866 1213 5193
English 3164 792 990 4946
Tamil-English 3861 966 1207 6034

4. Task Setting

4.1. Training Phase

During the training phase, we provided participants with labeled training and development
data that they could use to train and validate their models. We released the data for all the
languages, and the participants had to decide whether they could participate in developing
models for more than one language. The goal of this phase was to provide the participants with
sufficient data that they could use to perform cross-validation for their preliminary evaluations
and hyper-parameter setting. This ensured that participants were ready for the assessment
before releasing the unlabeled test data. 95 participants were registered for the shared task and
downloaded the datasets in this phase.

4.2. Testing Phase

During the testing phase, the participants were given test data without labels. Each participating
team was allowed as many submissions as possible, from which the best result was considered
for preparing the leaderboard ranking. The submission outputs were compared with the gold
standard labels. The ranking list was based on the best performance measured on the macro
F1-scores. For the shared task-A phase, 8,11, and 13 participants submitted their results for
Tamil-English, Malayalam-English, and Kannada-English, respectively. For the shared task-B
stage, there were 8,8,9, and 8 participants submitted their results for Tamil, English, Malayalam,
and English+Tamil, respectively.

5. Systems

The systems used by the participants include a broad spectrum of machine learning algorithms,
deep learning algorithms, and transformer-based models. Machine learning algorithms have Lo-



gistic Regression, Passive Aggressive, Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, Gradient Boosting,
Stacking Ensemble, Gradient Boosting Classifier, Random forest, and Voting Ensemble models
[23][24]. Count vectorizer and TF-IDF have been used for feature representation. Bidirectional
LSTM, Multi-Layered Perceptron, and fastText+LightGBM are the deep learning algorithms
opted for by the participants. Transformer-based models like MPNet, SBERT, XLM RoBERTa,
Indic BERT, and LaBSE model have been experimented with for the given task [25][26][27][28].

While analyzing the performance of the top three systems of Task A for the Tamil-English
dataset, Bidirectional LSTM has performed well when compared to that of the machine learning,
and transformer paradigms [29]. For the Malayalam- English and Kannada-English datasets,
the transformer models, mBERT and XLMRoBERTa, have better performance compared to the
other models [30].

On the other hand, while analyzing the top three systems of Task B, for Tamil-English, LSTM
has performed well, followed by XLMRoBERTa [31][32][33]. For Malayalam-English, again
deep learning model has performed better when compared to that of the other models followed
by machine learning models and FastText [34]. For English-only texts, fastText, XLMRoBERTa,
and Indic BERT have performed well.

6. Results and Discussion

The rank list obtained by the participant’s language wise for Task A is represented in Tables 3,
4, and 5. Table 3 shows the rank list of task A in Tamil language, Table 4 presents the rank list
of task A in Malayalam language, and Table 5 depicts the rank list for task A in English track.
The rank list obtained by the participant’s language wise for task B is presented in Tables 6, 7,
8, and 9. Table 6 shows the rank list of task B in Tamil language, Table 7 presents the rank list
of task B in English language, Table 8 shows the rank list of task B in Malayalam language and
Table 9 depicts the rank list for task B in Tamil-English track.

Table 3
Rank list for Task A: Tamil track

Team Name Precision Recall F1-score Rank
SRMNLP 0.340 0.330 0.270 1
BharathNLP 0.190 0.220 0.190 2
bilstm 0.220 0.190 0.190 3
SSN-CSE 0.220 0.260 0.170 4
Sentiment 0.240 0.220 0.170 5
MUCS 0.240 0.190 0.160 6
Fnet 0.150 0.130 0.130 7
JPMCAI 0.020 0.160 0.020 8

It can be observed that the performance of the top-ranked systems, the precision, and recall
values have not seen high scores. This indicates the need for much more robust pre-processing
methods and models to interpret and classify the code-mixed data in Dravidian languages.
While looking at models used for the Tamil language for Task A and task B, the transformer
models have yielded low precision scores compared to deep learning models like LSTM. The



Table 4
Rank list for Task A: Malayalam track

Team Name Precision Recall F1-score Rank
IRLAB 0.670 0.670 0.660 1
Fnet 0.660 0.620 0.640 2
Sentiment 0.620 0.630 0.630 3
MUCS 0.610 0.610 0.610 4
NITK 0.600 0.600 0.600 5
SRMNLP 0.610 0.550 0.570 6
lone_warrior 0.520 0.590 0.520 7
bilstm 0.490 0.580 0.500 8
BharathNLP 0.160 0.270 0.200 9
JPMCAI 0.340 0.200 0.140 10
SSN-CSE 0.090 0.140 0.110 11

Table 5
Rank list for Task A: Kannada track

Team Name Precision Recall F1-score Rank
IRLAB 0.560 0.560 0.550 1
Sentiment 0.520 0.500 0.510 2
lone_warrior 0.470 0.510 0.480 3
NITK 0.480 0.500 0.480 4
Fnet 0.500 0.490 0.480 5
AI Defenders 0.490 0.480 0.480 6
SRMNLP 0.540 0.440 0.460 7
JPMCAI 0.550 0.430 0.450 8
MUCS 0.470 0.460 0.440 9
bilstm 0.480 0.500 0.430 10
QWERTY 0.460 0.350 0.350 11
BharataNLP 0.290 0.330 0.300 12
SSN-CSE 0.120 0.170 0.110 13

Table 6
Rank list for Task B: Tamil track

Team Name F1-score Rank
mucs [33] 0.366 1
fnet [25] 0.327 2
CITK 0.290 3
IRLab@IITBHU [30] 0.289 4
qwerty [23] 0.234 5
SSN-CSE-2022 [24] 0.234 5
BharataNLP [28] 0.234 5
nlpzip [26] 0.228 6

transformer models generally outperform deep learning algorithms like LSTM due to its multi-
headed self-attention mechanism through which it tries to understand the code mixed data



Table 7
Rank list for Task B: English track

Team Name F1-score Rank
BharataNLP [28] 0.493 1
fnet [25] 0.486 2
nlpzip [26] 0.462 3
mucs [33] 0.374 4
IRLab@IITBHU [30] 0.337 5
qwerty [23] 0.332 6
SSN-CSE-2022 [24] 0.322 7
kongu.eng-21MSR002 [27] 0.319 8

Table 8
Rank list for Task B: Malayalam track

Team Name F1-score Rank
Nitk [34] 0.974 1
qwerty [23] 0.943 2
BharataNLP [28] 0.942 3
CITK 0.860 4
mucs [33] 0.750 5
fnet [25] 0.696 6
nlpzip [26] 0.542 7
IRLab@IITBHU [30] 0.427 8
SSN-CSE-2022 [24] 0.296 9

Table 9
Rank list for Task B: Tamil-English track

Team Name F1-score Rank
mucs [33] 0.580 1
fnet [25] 0.555 2
CITK 0.477 3
nlpzip [26] 0.393 4
qwerty [23] 0.344 5
IRLab@IITBHU [30] 0.333 6
SSN-CSE-2022 [24] 0.316 7
BharataNLP [28] 0.316 8

better than the LSTM-based models [17], but surprisingly the transformer-based models have
not given good results.

This may be alleviated if the model is fine-tuned with more number of code-mixed data
and complimented with robust pre-processing strategies like transliteration, translation, spell
checking, etc., to handle the code-mixed data. A detailed error analysis of the test set will
give a more precise idea of the type of scenarios and the pr-processing strategy to be chosen.
Furthermore, it can also be observed that the values spitted by the top models are also not
that high as the top-ranked team has got only a precision score of 0.34. Since the top-ranked



models are LSTM-based models, the values can be pushed up by choosing a suitable embedding
mechanism instead of relying on TF-IDF and count vectorizer for feature representations.

While looking at Malayalam and Kannada, the transformer models have outperformed the
deep learning forTask A, which reflects the current state of the art, and again in Task B, for
Malayalam, the transformer-based models have not outperformed the deep learning models.
This can likewise be dealt with as mentioned earlier for Task A.

7. Conclusion

To summarize, this shared task has two subtasks, sentiment analysis and homophobia/trans-
phobia detection. The shared task aims to promote the research work on Dravidian Languages.
Sentiment analysis aims at classifying the text that makes people feel and puts them into
predefined groups. The second sub-task focuses on detecting hateful comments against the
LGBTQ community. There were 13 submissions out of which 10 submissions focused on de-
tecting comments against LGBTQ. The participants have developed various models based on
machine learning and deep learning. The submissions were ranked based on the performance
of the models. When compared to the performance of the other systems, it was found that the
transformer models exhibited significantly higher levels of performance.
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